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About This Game

The robots you design will change the world! Will you show them the true meaning of love, or conquer Alaska with your robot
army?

Choice of Robots is an epic 300,000-word interactive sci-fi novel by Kevin Gold, where your choices control the story. It's
entirely text-based—without graphics or sound effects—and fueled by the vast, unstoppable power of your imagination.

Build a unique robot character–you choose everything from its shape to what it calls you

Instigate or prevent a robotic uprising

Teach your robots to love humanity, or disdain it

Build an artificial intelligence suitable to take control of the world's governments

Start a war against the United States, and win

Marry a human or an advanced robot, and start a family

Play out thirty years of your life as a brilliant robot maker, from graduate school near the present day to a future in which your
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robots have changed everything. Depending on your choices, your robots may be independent or obedient, clumsy or graceful,
empathic or cold…and you yourself may live to an old age happily married or alone with only robots to comfort you.

Play as male or female, gay or straight, with nine characters to romance, four alternate climax chapters, and over seventy
achievements to unlock.
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I honestly love this game, I've replayed already more than fifty times and each time I seem to notice something new or
something wonderful. I hope that they make more games like this one or even a revamped version with more paths and story..
The Choose-Your-Own-Adventure format has some challenges, for game designers. How do you keep track of EVERY
decisions along the path of a story that should be long for a short story (a short novella, if you will)?

Well, you can't. No one could.

So, sure, I opted to join a character on a night seeing a Led Zeppelin cover band, and it ended up being monster trucks... but did
the error matter? Not at all.

I had goose-bumps at some points, as the emotional value of the writing is unquestionable. I've only played through twice, but
given that my runs have been 1-2 hour affairs, the fact that this game has 300k words means there are a LOT of alternative
narratives left in it.

I'm, frankly, a bit stunned that a genre that I hadn't explored since I was in elementary school (CYOA, that is) has grown into
this in my absence. This was a beautiful piece of art, and I look forward to at least a few more dives into the world it portrays.

Even if they're a bit too plausible for comfort at points. That's a bit of its genius.

Don't wait for a sale--buy it, play it, and love it.
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